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Pursuing the happiness of children has always been our mission, 
because we believe that a happy child will grow up to 

be a happy person and that a happy person can make the 
world a better place.

This is why, from Chicco’s point of view, happiness is 
all about the little things in life, simple gestures full 

of love and affection. Such as those that make a child happy, 
day after day, helping them to grow.

To fi nd your nearest Chicco retailer, visit www.chicco.co.uk 
and enter the “Where to fi nd Chicco” secti on.

Customer care: Call Chicco Customer Services 
on 01623 750 870 (Mon-Fri 9-5pm), email HelloChiccoUK@artsana.com

or visit www.chiccospares.co.uk

Chicco conti nues to parti cipate in the conti nuous evoluti on of the safety standards 
aimed to protect children which, in Europe, 

regulate the design and manufacturing of nursery products.

Due to ongoing technological updates, market demands, 
conti nual evoluti on along with product manufacturing capaciti es, we reserve the right to modify, 

replace or eliminate products during the period this catalogue is available to customers.

Product details, indicati ons and sizes are therefore never binding.
The indicated weights for strollers do not include its accessories (sun hood, carry-all baskets etc).

In additi on, catalogue printi ng processes may alter the 
colours of the structures and covers of the illustrated products compared to their actual colour.

2014 Editi on
Artsana Group Copyright October 2013

It is prohibited to reproduce, copy or transmit 
by digital or mechanical methods, all or part of this catalogue without 

prior writt en authorisati on issued by the copyright owners.

We would like to thank Rossella Carrara for the outf its, 
www.rossellacarrara.com

www.chicco.co.uk

www.chiccospares.co.uk
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Chicco is consistent with its mission in everything it does. Its know-how 
and expertise are at the service of today’s children and families to provide 
simple, innovative and contemporary solutions.

Chicco knows how to work alongside mothers 
and children because it is fully aware of 
how important the bond that develops and 
grows between them is and aims to offer 
solutions that support and facilitate a positive 
relationship.

Chicco knows that it is thanks to spontaneity 
that children discover the world and this is 
why it aims to allow them to freely express 
themselves whatever the situation.

Chicco provides mothers and children with 
simple solutions to improve everyday life.

Chicco gives children the freedom they need 
to express their imagination and enhance their 
desire to experiment. This is why it aspires to 
provide mothers and children with state-of-
the-art solutions.

Chicco knows how much a smile is worth, how 
important a serene and secure environment is 
for a baby. This is why it provides mothers and 
children with solutions that fill everyday life 
with moments of harmony and positivity.

Chicco knows that growth, for children, is 
a natural and instinctive strive towards the 
future. And also knows how important it is for 
their mothers to help them grow up happily. 
This is why it provides solutions that instil a 
sense of trust and security.

Everyone deserves a bit of happiness and 
Chicco knows that. This is why it designs 
products aimed at fulfilling the needs of all 
mothers and children.

Bonding

Spontaneity

Simplicity
Creativity

Positivity

Growth

Accessibility

Our values:
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Chicco’s vast experience in the infant world has now been consolidated by a research facility, dedicated to 
increasing our knowledge of children from 0 to 3 years of age and their psycho-physical, emotional and social 
needs. The first few years are a vital period for the growth of all children, a period which is full of significant 
changes and physical and psychological needs, for them and their families. 

Only by observing all these aspects very closely, and in particular the spontaneous behaviour of children, we 
are able to fully comprehend their actual needs. 

This is why the Osservatorio collaborates with experts in the medical-scientific world, which is vital in order 
to keep up to date with the knowledge and progress made in the paediatric field, and to assess the scientific 
value of the proposed products; it communicates with the education facilities and constantly gathers 
suggestions from parents, those who have hands-on experience of what their child needs. The commitment 
of the Osservatorio is to gain as much knowledge as possible on the world of children, and use it to devise 
and develop specific solutions for each growth phase.

Know-how Constant observation of children and the world they live in.

Scientificity Collaboration with the medical world.

Experience Ongoing dialogue with parents.

Responsibility Because the happiness of children is a serious issue.

These are our values.
This is the Osservatorio Chicco

4



Oasys 2-3 car seattested by Martha
Kirsty Innes

           36 from Edinburgh

Amy Vickerman
           30 from Leicester Olivia relaxing in her

Lite Way Stroller
Anna Cumisky           34 from Bath

Victoria Barton           28 from Aldershot

Cate Elder
           35 from Warwickshire

Dinner time for Hannah in her Polly Highchair

Discover the product 
reviews online

At Chicco, we don’t just test our vast range of products 
for quality, safety and reliability – we also test them for 
happiness. 

To help us put a smile on baby’s face, we have put together 
a team of five Mummy Happiness Testers to share with us 
their unique journey, and the special relationship between 
mother and baby. 

Follow their stories on our new website where our  
mummy testers will be giving you their own personal  
take on the Chicco range of products, from pushchairs  
to highchairs, from car seats to toys, and letting you in  
on their experiences on life as a new mum. 

Read the diaries of our Happiness Testers and discover  
all the Chicco tested and reviewed products at  
www.chiccotestedforhappiness.co.uk

Every Chicco product is tested       
 for happiness. Happiness teste

d.
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Growing with Chicco.
This catalogue aims to provide products and advice for mums and dads so we can contribute to making their 
adventure of becoming parents a truly extraordinary one. They will find lots of products to bring their  
child up in the safest and easiest way possible, according to their specific age and, therefore, according to their 
psychophysical development, and all related needs, when out and about, at home or in the car.

Car Seats
Auto-Fix Fast Car Seat page. 99 

Auto-Fix Fast Isofix Base page. 102 

KeyFit Car Seat page. 103

Oasys 1 Isofix page. 104 

Oasys 2-3 Car Seat page. 108

Oasys 2-3 FixPlus Car Seat page. 112

Mom Comfort Range page. 126

Feeding & Support Pillows page. 130

Indoor
I-Feel Rocker page. 49

Hoopla Rocker page. 52

Jolie Bouncer page. 56

Open World Playpen page. 57

Polly Swing Up page. 58

Polly Swing page. 60

Band Baby Walker page. 62

Paint Baby Walker page. 64

Twist Chair page. 66

Polly Magic Highchair page. 68

Polly 2in1 Highchair page. 72

Pocket Lunch Highchair page. 76

MoDe Booster Seat page. 80

Pocket Snack Booster Seat page. 82

Next2Me Crib page. 85

Goodnight Travel cot page. 88

Nightlight Safety Gate  page. 89

Bed Barrier page. 90

Outdoor
Go Baby Carrier page. 8

Soft & Dream Baby Carrier  page. 10

You & Me Baby Carrier page. 12

Urban Stroller page. 16 

Artic Stroller page. 20

Activ3 Stroller page. 24

Multiway Evo Stroller page. 27 

Lite Way Stroller page. 30

Echo Stroller page. 34

London Stroller page. 37

Snappy Stroller page. 40

Echo Twin Stroller page. 43

Together Twin Stroller page. 44

Caddy Backpack page. 45

Digital
Baby
Monitors

Top Digital Video page. 116 

Essentail Digital Video page. 116

Top Digital Audio page. 116

Toys
First Dreams Range page. 118

Fairy Tale Range page. 119 

Baby Senses Range page. 120

Infant 6 months + page. 121

Bilingual Talking Range page. 122 

Pre-school 9 months + page. 123

Pre-school 2 years + page. 1246



Going for a walk is an important moment during the 
day of any child; the countless number of visual and 
auditory stimuli are important from a physical viewpoint 
and contribute to enhancing baby’s cognitive and  
sensory development. This is why going out for a walk 
should become an enjoyable part of their daily routine; 
the weather conditions or fear of the cold should not 
deprive children of these beneficial stimuli: just use 
your common sense, organise yourself and use the most 
suitable equipment and accessories.

The first trips outdoors, 
first discoveries
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Go Baby Carrier
The dynamic and versatile baby carrier
that adapts to the various growth phases of children.

15 cm  

41
 cm

  

28 cm 0.4 kg  

   The Go Baby Carrier is a comfortable carrier 
for baby and practical for parents. The baby 
carrier is well padded, soft and finished in  
breathable fabrics. It has 2 carrying positions, 
facing inward from birth and facing out from 
4 months up to a maximum of 9kgs.

   Extra comfort is guaranteed for parents by 
the soft padded shoulder straps.

   Both carrier and harness are fully adjustable 
to get the best fit for baby and parent. 

Code. 06 079401 950 000 
BLACK

Easily adjustableExtra padded leg holes

Super-comfortable padded shoulder straps

8



“Parent-facing” mode
(from birth)

“Forward facing” mode
(from 4 months onwards)
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Soft & Dream Baby Carrier
The baby carrier with 3 different carrying positions to
ensure constant comfort and protection.

Removable protection hood

Padded interior and
breathable fabric lining

Reinforced harness back section 
for perfect weight distribution

Code 06 079402 210 000
GRAPHITE

16 cm  

40
-4

4 
cm

  

27 cm 0.7 kg  

  The Soft & Dream baby carrier ensures 
excellent comfort for babies of all ages.

  There are 3 carrying positions: lying from 
birth, for when they are very young, so they 
can sleep whenever they want, parent-
facing, during the period when they benefit 
from constant contact and protection,  
and forward-facing, when they get older 
and start to observe the world around them. 

  Soft & Dream also has extra padded shoulder 
straps to make it ultra-comfy for parents to 
wear. It also has an innovative “Easy Carrying 
System” to guarantee maximum stability 
for the baby and minimum effort for parents 
when the baby is in the lying position.  
For extra protection in the lying position,  
the carrier features a hood section, which can 
be removed.

10
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“Lying down”
(from birth)

“Parent-facing”
(from birth)

“Forward facing”
(from 4 months onwards)

11
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You & Me Baby Carrier
Baby care with comfort, innovation and design.

Double adjustment system  
that adapts the carrier to suit  
the needs of growing babies

Shoulder straps in three-
dimensional technical net for 

optimised baby weight support  
and breathability

Backrest shield to provide babies with 
all the support they need

Ergonomic harness featuring the  
Air Circulation System

“Parent-facing”: the ideal position
during the first months of baby’s life

“Forward-facing”: position for baby 
over 4 months of age

It opens completely for quick and 
easy baby positioning

Developed and approved
by certified ergonomists

for both mum’s
and baby’s wellbeing

Ergonomic armholes for baby: 
correct posture and

safe transport ensured

Practical and safe lock buckle 
attaching the baby carrier to the 

parent harness

18 cm  

42
 cm

  

39 cm 0.9 kg  

Code 06 064698 220 000
COAL

   Developed together with international 
ergonomic experts, the carrier offers great 
comfort and safety for baby, and at the same 
time maximum comfort for the parent.

  The parent harness is designed to alleviate 
strain on the wearers back, especially for 
the lumbar region. The harness design aids 
air circulation and breathability, reducing 
perspiration. 

   With 2 carrying positions, facing inward 
from birth and facing out from 4 months up 
to a maximum child weight of 11kgs. 

  The carrier is well padded with adjustable 
seat height. It can be adjusted whilst being 
worn, simply and easily, to get correct 
support for mother and baby.
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Suggestions for the ideal choice: strollers

Chicco’s range of strollers is vast and diversified, specifically designed 

to meet the requirements of even the most demanding parents.  

The ideal stroller should be practical, easy to open and occupy a minimum 

amount of space when closed, but there are many designs with different 

characteristics to meet the more personal needs of each family.

You need to have a clear view of your requirements and lifestyle before 

choosing the best stroller for you; for example, if you live in the city you 

will need one that is agile and easy to handle, one that is fitted with a 

travel system, i.e. one that allows you to fasten the child car seat onto it, 

for a combined and extremely versatile use.

If the car boot is not that capacious, you 

should go for one that is ultra-compact 

when closed.

The age of your child is one of the first aspects to assess, as 

there are strollers approved for use by newborns and others 

that can only be used from 6 months onwards. The smaller 

the baby, the more padding the seat must have, along with 

a fully-reclining backrest.

Further to all these quality aspects, there are another two elements to 

consider which are no less important: the design and the colour you prefer, 

because no mum and dad should be forced to forego their look and style!

Particular attention should be dedicated to the accessories that may be already fitted on the 

stroller and those which are optional and purchased separately; choose the ones that suit you 

best according to use and weather conditions.

14
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Urban Stroller
Your city life has a new freedom! 86/99 cms  27 cms  

72
 cm

s  

95
/1

06
 cm

s  

63 cms   10.5 kgs  

63
 cm

s  

Super compact when closed, it 
has a practical handle to carry the 

folded stroller

The stroller seat can be transformed into 
a cosy soft pram

The pram body is wide and comfortable 
with the soft internal lining

  The new Chicco Urban is the essence of 
transformability: it can transform easily into 
a cosy pram or stroller, be rear or forward 
facing and have a different style every day 
thanks to the different colour packs. 

  The Urban stroller comes with a black seat 
unit, soft padded liner for the pram mode, 
basket and rain cover. Then complete the 
stroller and choose an accessory colour pack 
(sold separately) that includes a hood, soft 
padded seat reducer, 5 point safety harness 
pads and a pram apron that can also be used 
as a legcover for the stroller.

  Make the Urban stroller into a practical 
travel system by adding the car seat adaptor 
which allows the easy fitting of the Chicco 
Auto-Fix Fast Gr0+ car seat to the chassis, 
both sold separately.

  The Urban stroller is suitable from birth up 
to a maximum of 15kgs / approximately  
3 years of age.

Easily  
reversible seat

Urban stroller “parent facing” Urban stroller “front facing” 16
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UV 50+PROTECTION

4 position adjustable  
handle

Removable padded 
bumper bar

The large hood ensures 
maximum protection

Soft ergonomic 
reducer for the 

first months

The reclining seat and backrest, combined with the adjustable
legrest always guarantee the best position for baby

Front and rear suspension to assure  
maximum comfort on all terrains

The warm and 
protective pram apron 
can also be used as the 

stroller legcover

Auto-Fix car seat 
adapter

Compatible with Auto-fix Fast car seat 
thanks to a practical adapter (both sold separately) 

Code 06 079220 200 930 - see page 99
Code 06 079379 000 000 - see page 114
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STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Rain cover
Easy accessible 

large basket
Soft padded  

internal lining 
for the 

pram mode

  The Colour Pack must be chosen separately (Code 79358) and is available in 5 different colours to personalize your stroller.  
It includes hood, pram apron/legcover, soft seat reducer for early months and safety harness pads. 

COLOUR PACKS

Code 06 079357 950 930 
Urban stroller BLACK Red wave colour pack fitted

18
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Code 06 079357 950 930 
Urban stroller BLACK +  

Code 00 079358 010 930 
Colour Pack NATURAL

Code 06 079357 950 930 
Urban stroller BLACK +  

Code 05 079358 840 930 
Colour Pack EMERALD

Code 06 079357 950 930 
Urban stroller BLACK +  

Code 07 079358 930 930 
Colour Pack RED WAVE

Code 06 079357 950 930 
Urban stroller BLACK +  

Code 00 079358 050 930  
Colour Pack CHERRY

Code 06 079357 950 930 
Urban stroller BLACK +  

Code 06 079358 990 930  
Colour Pack ANTHRACITE

19



109 cms 87 cms  

42
 cm

s  

97
/1

14
.5

 cm
s  

60 cms  12 kgs  

60
 cm

s  

Artic Stroller
High performance in all environments!

Off-Road configuration
Puncture-proof XL wheels with  

air chamber system inside

City configuration

Front and rear suspension 
for maximum comfort on 

all terrains

Extra set of big wheels to transform the stroller 
into an “off-road” configuration in few clicks

Adjustable handle
The large hood ensures 
maximum protection

   Artic is the new flexible and complete 
solution, ideal for the city and the 
country, summer or winter. 

   Artic is a stroller with modern and 
distinctive design, suitable from birth 
to a maximum of 15kgs. Its unique 
feature is the 2 sets of front wheels 
included, switch from city to “off - 
road” country mode, or back again,  
in a few clicks! Simply remove the 
small front swivel wheels and replace 
with the large front wheels to give 
four the same size all round. 

  The strollers wide comfortable seat 
features a 5-point harness with 
comfort padding on the straps,  
4 position single handed reclining 
backrest that lies completely flat 
and an adjustable leg rest. It comes 
well equipped with range of standard 
accessories which includes a matching 
fleece foot muff and changing bag.

20
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Reversible seat unit can be used “parent-facing” or “forward-facing” 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Raincover Warm FootmuffExtractable mosquito net XL hood and ultra-spacious basket

Easy folding system
Compact when closed

Matching changing bag

Code 04 079375 110 930  
GARNET

Code 06 079375 990 930  
ANTHRACITE

22



Artic Carrycot

Code 04 079377 110 930 
GARNET

XL dimensions for maximum baby comfort 
(internal dimensions: 35 x 79 cms)

XS dimensions for easy transportation 
and storage

EXTRA ACCESSORIES

Code 06 079377 990 930 
ANTHRACITE

  Turn the Artic stroller into a practical 
travel system by fitting the Chicco 
Auto-Fix Fast car seat (sold separately 
– see page 99). It fits easily and 
securely to the stroller chassis using 
the integral Chicco Clik Clak system 
with no need for any additional 
adaptors. 

  Available separately this matching 
padded, wide and comfortable 
carrycot is perfect for all conditions. 
Ideal from birth to approximately 
6 months of age it assures baby’s 
comfort in any season.

  The integral Chicco Clik Clak system 
allows the carrycot to fit simply and 
easily on to the stroller chassis with 

no additional adaptors. It has rigid 
handle for easy transportation and 
features a large canopy with visor, 
apron and removable mattress.  
The carrycot also has an easy folding 
system which reduces its size for 
travel or storage.  

Auto-Fix Fast Gr0+ car seat can 
be attached easily

23



UV 50+PROTECTION

Activ3 Stroller
The 3 wheel stroller for children and parents  
always on the go!

121.5 cm  38 cm  

94
 cm

  

10
2/

11
3 

cm
  

64.5 cm  11.5 kg  

64
.5 

cm
  

Ultra compact when folded

   Activ3 is the new stroller for sporty and 
dynamic parents that love spending time 
outdoors as a family. Practical for the  
city and ideal away from the city this 
stylish 3 wheel stroller is suitable from 
birth to 15kgs max / approx. 3 years. 

   The removable seat unit has a 
comfortable backrest with 4 positions 
including lie flat and an adjustable 
legrest. The 5-point safety harness is 
equipped with pads for comfort.  
The height adjustable handle also has  
the controls for the lockable front  

swivel wheel and linked rear brakes,  
both operated with simple controls.  
The chassis features 2 position adjustable 
rear suspension for added comfort on 
any surface.

  Turn the Activ3 stroller into a practical 
travel system by fitting the matching 
Chicco Auto-Fix Fast car seat (sold 
separately - see page 99). It fits easily and 
securely to the stroller chassis, and can 
be fitted with or without removing the 
seat unit. 

Hood with UV50+ protection

Puncture proof pneumatic tyres and 
adjustable shock absorbers, for great 

comfort on all terrains

Chicco Auto-Fix Fast Gr0+ car seat (sold 
separately) can be attached easily

Easy to fold with one hand
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XXL extendable hood  
and large basket

Rain cover included Free standing  
when closed.

Practical storage compartments  
by the handle for parents

Code 00 079370 010 930  
BEIGE

Code 07 079370 930 930 
RED WAVE
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Multiway Evo Stroller
Discovering the world together will  
be a great experience

  The elliptical aluminium chassis 
tubes make this a contemporary and 
stylish stroller. Suitable from birth to a 
maximum of 15kgs.

  The comfortable seat features a 
5-point harness with comfort padding 
on the straps, 5 position single handed 
reclining backrest that lies completely 
flat, an adjustable leg rest and a 
bumper bar that folds with the stroller. 
It comes complete with a matching 
fleece foot muff.

  The lockable swivel front wheels, 
and all round suspension, make 
manoeuvring easy. The ergonomic 
handles are foam covered for comfort. 

  The detachable folding hood features a 
viewing window for keeping an  
eye on baby and the rear section can 
be removed for added ventilation 
during the summer months. The hood 
features handy pockets to store small 
objects.

87.5 cm  

10
5 

cm
  

10
3 

cm
  

46.5 cm  7 kg  29 cm  

Large hood for protection 
against UV rays

Peek-a-boo window on the hood

Reclining backrest for comfortable naps 
outdoors

Compact chassis when folded

Fabrics feature reflective 
detailing for safety at night

Sturdy wheels with suspension 
suitable for all terrains

Large basket

UV 50+
PROTECTION
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Hood can become 
a sunshade for the 

summer

Warm and  
comfortable footmuff  

included.
Foldable  

bumper bar.
Rain cover included

Code 06 079315 950 930  
BLACK

Code 06 079315 510 930  
GREEN

Code 06 079315 230 930  
CYCLAMEN

28
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87.5 cm  

10
5 

cm
  

10
3 

cm
  

46.5 cm  7 kg  29 cm  

    This contemporary and stylish stroller is 
suitable from birth to 15kgs max / 3 years. 
Light and compact when folded. 
The comfortable padded seat and backrest 
can be fully reclined with one hand and has 
5 positions.

  It comes with a matching fleece foot muff 
featuring pockets. It can be zipped apart 
to form a leg cover. Comfort is further 
enhanced with an adjustable leg rest, 
detachable folding hood and rain cover.

   Handles with soft non-slip handgrips  
and the lockable front swivel wheels  
make manoeuvring easy.

Lite Way Stroller
Comfort and protection for all seasons.

The handles are covered in 
soft, non-slip material for 

extra grip

Ultra-compact 
lightweight frame

Leg rest can be adjusted to 
multi-positions to ensure 
correct posture for your child

Padded backrest adjustable  
with just one hand
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Rain cover includedMatching fleece footmuff 5 position reclining backrest for comfy naps when out and about.

Code 07 060888 320 930  
GREEN WAVE

Code 07 060888 470 930  
GREY

Code 07 060888  680 930  
FUCHSIA

Code. 07 060888 500 930  
OMBRA
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82 cm  31 cm  

10
5 

cm
  

10
8 

cm
  

47 cm  7.7 kg  

Echo Stroller
The Pop style stroller!

  The Chicco Echo is a stroller designed 
to meet the demands of dynamic mums 
searching for a modern stylish product,  
with attractive colours, practical and  
user-friendly for everyday use when out  
and about with their baby. Attention has 
been paid to every single detail, from  
the embroidered seat, to the look of the 
wheels customised with the Echo logo.

  Suitable from birth to 15kgs the seat is 
spacious and the padded backrest can  
be adjusted with one hand. The backrest 
can be reclined flat and the leg rest is 
adjustable to ensure maximum comfort.

  The stroller has lockable front swivel wheels 
for ease of manoeuvring. It’s easy to open 
and close, once closed the lightweight 
frame folds down to a compact size, making 
transport easy. It comes complete with 
foldable summer/winter hood, raincover  
and shopping basket.

Exclusive customised wheels

Chassis tubes,
matching the colour of 

the seat fabric

5-point safety harness with
padded shoulder straps

Lightweight structure,
compact when closed

Practical carrying handle

Handles with soft-touch handgrips
for extra comfort

34
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Rain cover included Spacious seat to provide extra
comfort for baby

Hood that can be turned into
a sunshade

4-position reclining backrest

Code 06 079310 550 930  
DRAGONFRUIT

Code 07 079310 360 930  
KIWI

Code 06 079310 480 930  
LIGHT BLUE

Code 06 079310 770 930  
SAFFRON
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83 cm  24.5 cm

10
7 

cm
  

10
4 

cm
  

46.5 cm  8 kg

London Stroller
Compact and easy to handle stroller,  
ideal for use in the city.

  The Chicco London is an extremely 
versatile stroller which cleverly 
combines comfort and protection for 
babies, with the needs of today’s parents 
for practical and functional solutions.

  A lightweight stroller suitable from birth 
up to 15kg maximum, approximately 
3 years of age. It features a 4 position 
reclining backrest adjustable with just 
one hand, an adjustable leg rest and 
5-point safety harness. 

  The stroller has ergonomic soft covered 
handles for parents comfort and for the 
child, a full length fleece lined foot muff. 
The lockable front swivel wheels and  
all round suspension make manoeuvring 
easy.

Auto lock system 
which automatically locks  

the frame closed 

Folding, rounded hood to  
protect baby

Large shopping basket

Logo detailed 
footrest

Linked rear brakes 

Fully adjustable safety harness 

Lockable front swivel wheels

Double safety 
system to prevent 
accidental closure
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Rain cover included Spacious seat 4-position reclining backrest Ultra-compact structure
when closed

Code 06 079256 080 930  
HOOP

Code 07 079256 930 930  
RED WAVE
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5-point safety harness

Double safety system to
prevent accidental closure

Autolock system which
automatically locks the frame closed

Stylish comfortable handles

Front swivel wheels with
locking system

Linked rear safety brakes

  The Chicco Snappy is the simplest no-fuss 
stroller in the range, but no less attractive 
and practical. Designed specifically  
for trendy and dynamic parents, it has a 
streamlined look and lots of features  
to make going out and about easy.

  The backrest can be adjusted to 2 different 
positions and is ideal for babies from 6 
months to 15kg, approximately 3 years of 
age. The spacious seat has a fully adjustable 
5 point safety harness and under the seat is 
a practical shopping basket. 

  The stylish wheels have lockable swivels  
at the front, making it easy to manoeuvre. 
The rear wheels have linked brakes for 
maximum safety. 

  The lightweight umbrella closing frame  
is very compact when closed. Its features  
an auto lock closing clip. 

Snappy Stroller
The neat no-fuss lightweight stroller, ideal
when travelling!

40

82.5 cm  22 cm

11
2 

cm
  

99
 cm

  

46.5 cm  5.7 kg
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Spacious seat 2-position reclining backrestUltra-compact
when closed

Rain cover included

Code 06 079257 090 930  
TURQUOISE

Code 07 079257 300 930  
COAL

Code 06 079257 510 930  
GREEN

Code 06 079257 050 930  
PINK
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TwinTwin
Exclusive customised wheels

Single-handed reclining backrest

Practical carrying handle

Handles with soft-touch handgrips

Double hood

Padded shoulder straps

Each seat has an 
independent 4-position

reclining backrest

Echo Twin Stroller
Modern style and strong personality for 2! 82 cm  38 cm  

10
5 

cm
  

10
8 

cm
  

78 cm  13.4 kg  

Code 06 079311 220 930  
COAL

  The Echo Twin stroller has a practical width 
for everyday use and the lightweight frame 
makes it agile and is easy to manoeuvre  
like a traditional stroller. Suitable from birth 
to 15kg, approximately 3 years of age,  
it combines comfort and style.

  The comfortable, wide seats have fully 
adjustable 5 point safety harness, with 
shoulder pads. Both leg rests and hoods 
adjust individually, and the rear section of 
the hoods can be removed for ventilation 
in the summer. 

  It has an umbrella closing system with 
auto lock that prevents it from opening 
accidentally; it is ultra-compact and easy to 
carry around thanks to its practical handle.
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Together Stroller
An extra place... An extra smile!

  The Chicco Together is the ideal stroller for 
twins or siblings of a similar age.

  The rear seat fully reclines and is suitable from 
birth; the front seat has two positions and 
is suitable from 6 months of age. The seats 
are comfy and spacious, with padded 5 point 
safety harness straps.

  The single handle is adjustable and foam 
covered for pusher comfort. The handle also 
features a handy storage tray.

  The seat units have been designed with an 
innovative integral anchor device to allow 
the secure and simple fitting of the Chicco 
Key-Fit group 0+ child car seat, available 
separately, see page 103. This creates a 
practical travel system providing versatility 
for the front seat or rear seat, or both as 
2 car seats can be fitted at the same time, 
making it perfect for twins. 

The car seats can be attached 
and removed easily

The two KeyFit Gr. 0+ car seats can be 
attached at the same time

KeyFit System providing  
maximum versatility

It is compact and stands
upright on its own

when closed

Practical storage tray with 
twin bottle spaces

Dynamic style and
aluminium frame

Spacious basket

Lockable front swivel wheels

Padded bumper bar’s

2 matching 
leg covers included

Full rain cover

Code 06 079307 210 930  
GRAPHITE
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117 cm  52 cm
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59 cm  14.7 kg  



Caddy Backpack
Discovering nature on daddy’s shoulders.

   This lightweight folding back carrier makes 
getting out and about, whatever the weather, 
easy. Designed to offer maximum carrying 
comfort for both parent and child.

  The special structure of the backrest is deeply 
padded to allow the weight of a child to be 
evenly distributed and give excellent ventilation 
for the parents back. The lightweight frame 
structure is in aluminium, and has adjustable, 
padded waist harness and shoulder straps.  
Baby is held safely in place with a 5-point 
harness and the seat is also height adjustable.

Padded shoulder straps and
lap safety harness

Removable
rain/wind  
protection

Folding hood

Code 00 069503 010 000  
BEIGE

Detachable mobile 
phone holder and 
practical belt bag
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46 cm  19 cm  

83
 cm

  

76
 cm

 

41 cm  3 kg  
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Child - size homes.
Now that baby is finally born, the family and home 
environment have to be reorganised in order to meet 
his needs. During the first few months the baby will 
spend most of his time at home. The spaces should 
be organised so that your baby lives in a suitable 
environment, and in this delicate phase you will need 
practical and functional products in order to address the 
various moments, from feed time to play time, bath and 
change time and night time with the right amount of 
calm and self-confidence.
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Relax & Play
ROCKERS/BOUNCERS PAGE   49 

PLAYPENS PAGE   57

SWINGS PAGE   58

BABY WALKERS PAGE   62

CHAIRS PAGE   66
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36
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84 cm  47 cm  3.9 kg  

I-feel Rocker
Stylish and interactive, baby’s
very own oasis of wellness.

Mp3 connection and player pocket  
(player not included) to entertain
your baby with his favourite music

Colour therapy, just like a real
oasis of wellness

The toy bar introduces babies
to their first multi-sensorial

experience

It can easily be switched to fixed
or rocking mode in seconds

  I-feel is the rocker where style, design and 
practicality combine to accompany babies 
from birth up to 9kgs or until the child can sit 
up unaided. The frame and toy bar are made 
from high quality contemporary materials 
with rounded modern forms.

   The toy bar play panel has different tunes, 
nature sounds and new age melodies, plus 
different relaxing shades of coloured lights. 
It features an Mp3 connection and the player 
can be stored away neatly and safely in a 
special pocket.

  The seat and booster cushion are made 
from special ultra-soft fabric which protects 
babies safely and snugly as they grow.  
The seat reclines to three different positions 
with an easy, user-friendly single-handed 
adjustment system. A simple mechanism 
at the rear of the seat allows you to switch 
between a fixed or rocking seat as needed.

Visit the i-line.chicco.com website
to discover lots of entertaining contents,

download the entertaining music and
experiment with augmented reality
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The wooden toy bar rotates 
so that it is always in the right

position for your baby

3-position reclining backrest

It folds away neatly and is easy to carry around

The booster cushion can be removed as the 
baby grows

Innovative single-handed reclining system

The soft toy, shaped like a bird,  
hangs from the bar and when pulled,

it plays a fun sound
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Code 00 079011 550 930 LIME Code 07 079011 470 930 GREY
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62 cm  

60
 cm

  

46 cm  3.5 kg  

The opinion of the Psychologist*:
The movement of the stimuli along the SlideLine is ideal for 

the child’s sensorial, cognitive and psychomotor development, 
because it stimulates the visual memory as it accustoms the child 
to recognise and distinguish the position and sequence of hanging 

toys and it also helps in acquiring manual-ocular coordination 
(staring at an object and reaches out to grasp it).

*Dr. Emanuela Lacchia – Psychologist and psychotherapist -
Bicocca University, Milan

Practical straps so you can carry the rocker around

Removable and washable lining

Chicco Hoopla Rocker
Ideal comfort for the first days, great fun for the 
first discoveries.

Innovative SlideLine System: it allows the 
hanging toys to move anywhere along the 

arch to create new play options!

Easy to fold for maximum 
compactness

  The new Hoopla rocker is a comfy and fun 
rocking cradle where baby can relax and 
have fun in complete comfort and safety. 
Suitable from birth up to 9kgs /approx. 
6 months or until the child can sit up 
unaided. 

  The booster cushion is ergonomic and 
ultra-soft it snugly holds and embraces 
your baby; it is modular and can be 
adapted to ensure comfort as baby grows. 
The backrest is adjustable to different 
positions so baby can relax, play or feed 

in the chair. It can also be used as either 
a fixed position or rocker chair, using the 
simple controls at the front.

  The three hanging soft toys are designed 
for baby’s first experience with toys and 
to stimulate his tactile, visual and hearing 
skills. Easily removable toy bar to give 
you extra room when placing your baby 
inside. Has a 3-point, fully adjustable waist 
harness with padding for baby’s comfort. 
The rocker folds completely flat for storage 
or travel
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Fixed or rocking mode

Soft padded crotch strap

4 position adjustable 
backrest

Multi-position adjustable ultra-soft 
booster cushion 

Headrest cushion adjustable  
to 3 different positions

The headrest and booster cushion can
be removed when your baby grows
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Code 00 079345 490 930  
PRINCESS

Code 07 079345 930 930  
RED WAVE 

Code 07 079345 390 930  
NATURAL          

Code 07 079345 760 930  
SAGE
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67 cm  61 cm  2.8 kg  

35
/6

0 
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Sound unit integrated into the seat to 
activate the vibration and music

Hanging animals with a natural 
handcrafted look: a cute little 

bee, a colourful butterfly and a 
gorgeous little snail made from 

wood, felt and knitted fabric.

Toy bar perfectly in keeping  
with the natural look of the 

bouncing chair

The natural look silk-screen printing on 
the seat and toy bar are a perfect match 

for the style of this bouncing chair

It has a streamline design 
and a 2-position reclining seat

Jolie Bouncer
A nest of cuddles and protection!

  The Jolie bouncing chair is designed for 
parents who want their baby to enjoy a 
stylish nest when they rest and play; it is 
made from ultra-soft materials and has a 
very natural feel. The chair is suitable from 
birth up to 9kgs or until baby can sit up 
unaided.

  It comes with a modular booster cushion 
that adapts to the baby’s growth phases: 
this cushion provides excellent levels of 
protection and comfort, and the adjustable 
headrest has a different lining on each side.

  The Chicco Jolie has a vibration unit housed 
in the seat that gently rocks your baby; it 
also has a sound box with a variety of soft 
music and sounds to help your baby relax.

  It has a trendy streamlined design and a 
2-position reclining seat. The seat features 
a well-padded and adjustable harness.

Code 05 079018 520 930 
WASABI
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76
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94 cm  11 kg  

87
 cm

  

94 cm  25 cm  

Fun soft toys can be hung on the play
pen sides or detached to be played with

wherever baby wants

The playmat is ideal for
stimulating your baby’s visual

and tactile skills

The sides are made  
of netting and

one side can be opened

Practical travel carry bag included
When the playpen is closed, it takes up  

very little space

Open World Playpen
My first amusement park.

  The ideal place for children to play and relax 
from when they are just a few months old.

  The well-padded square structure opens or  
folds away easily. The fine mesh sides allow  
good ventilation and one side can be 
zipped open for easy access. It comes with 
a wonderfully soft mat, which can also be 
used outside the playpen when your child 
starts to move around the house.

  The mat is full of bright colours and has 
different materials and sound activities 
that are an important way of encouraging 
children to develop their senses.

Code 07 061689 660 930 
BABYWORLD
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Remote control

89 cm  18.5 cm  

93
 cm

  

10
2 

cm
  

67 cm  8 kg  

Polly Swing Up
My privileged point of view.

Hanging toys to stimulate baby

Ultra snug booster cushion:  
it forms a nest for newborns keeping

them in the correct position

Vibration unit which gently  
soothes baby

  A swing suitable from birth to 9kgs in 
weight or until baby can sit up unaided. 
The structure has been designed to allow 
them to play and relax in a raised position, 
both indoors and out.

  The four-speed motorised rocking motion 
swing has a remote control handset so 
parents can control the rocking motion 
from a distance and also start the tunes 
and nature sounds; it even has a heartbeat 
sound option which reminds babies of 
their prenatal time.

  The special ergonomic shaped booster 
cushion with an integrated wedge ensures 
newborns are lying in the correct position; 
it also has a double layer of padding to 
provide a snug fit for the head. The cushion 
can be adjusted to two different heights to 
adapt to a baby’s growth, and the booster 
can be removed completely when more 
room is needed.

Practical, easy to 
remove tray

4 speed motorised 
rocking motion
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Ultra-compact structure when
closed making it easy to carry

when out and about

2-position reclining seat, ideal for 
relaxing and play moments

Booster cushion can be removed 
as your baby grows

Code 04 079110 700 930 RED Code 06 079110 990 930 ANTHRACITE
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57 cm  14 cm  
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55 cm  6.1 kg  

Polly Swing
Here I am on top of the world!

  A rocking chair suitable from birth up to 
9kgs or until the child can sit up unaided, 
ideal for use indoors or outdoors. It has a 
four speed motorised rocking movement.

  The seat can be adapted as the baby 
grows: the soft reducer in special 
breathable fabric holds the newborn 
baby snug and safe. It can be removed 
to give the growing baby more room. 
The removable electronic console has 
melodies, relaxing nature sounds and even 
a heartbeat, which reminds the baby of its 
prenatal life; it also has coloured lights to  
relax the baby and volume control.

  The sun canopy can be adjusted to protect 
the baby when used outdoors, it’s also 
removable. Three cute soft toys attached 
inside the canopy stimulate baby’s visual 
and tactile skills.

The sun canopy can be adjusted
to protect the baby or it can be

removed when used indoors.

Motorised rocking movement

Ultra padded breathable fabric reducer

4 speed rocking movement and super comfortable seat that cradles baby

AWARDS 2012/13

BOUNCY 
CHAIR, 

ROCKER 
OR SEAT
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Soft reducer should be removed  
as baby grows to give more room

Fun with toys, music, sounds, lights and 
rocking movement

When closed it is  
ultra-compact

Code 06 067691 030 930 GREENLAND Code 07 067691 390 930 NATURAL

The console can be removed and used
near the cot at bed time
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Chicco recommend that you never
leave your child unattended in a baby
walker and limit play to 20 minutes

Chicco Band Baby Walker
Ready to set off on tour?

  The Band is a baby walker that can be 
adjusted in height to suit the build of 
different children, and ensure their feet 
touch the floor correctly, as recommended 
by paediatricians; it also has front swivel 
wheels making it easier for baby to guide.

  It also has six safety brakes, called 
“stoppers”, which stop the structure when it 
reaches a step.

  The well-padded seat and rigid backrest 
offers maximum support to baby. 

  Chicco Band also has an electronic play 
panel with lots of activities, coloured lights 
and fun music. The baby walker has two 
different activity panels to choose from,  
a keyboard and a car dashboard. The toy 
can be removed, to reveal a useful play or 
food tray.

Multi-activity play panel to
develop visual, hearing and hand

coordination skills.

The play panel can also be
fastened to strollers which have

bumper bars

The seat can be adjusted in height

When closed, it takes up very little space

The play panel has sounds  
and lights that flash to the rhythm

of the music
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Piano toy

Car toy

Car toy

Code 07 079028 320 930 GREEN WAVE

Code 07 079028 980 930 ORANGE WAVE

Code 07 079028 990 930 BLUE WAVE
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Fabric toy with artist’s palette
motif. It offers different activities.

The stoppers are safety brakes
that stop the baby walker  

when it reaches a step.

Chicco Paint Baby Walker
All the shades of fun!

Chicco recommend that you never
leave your child unattended in a baby
walker and limit play to 20 minutes

  Chicco Paint is the new rounded design 
baby walker with a removable fabric toy.

  The toy resembles an artist’s paint palette 
and equipment. Featuring two brushes,  
one of which is a teether, the other makes 
a fun crinkle sound and a tube of paint  
that rattles.

  The seat backrest is high and padded to 
ensure it provides suitable support for your 
baby’s back.
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Multi-activity play panel to develop
visual and tactile skills and psychomotor

coordination

The baby walker folds up completely, taking up very 
little space when stored away

Height adjustable structure to suit each child’s build, in order 
that the feet come into contact with the floor correctly

Code 06 079092 510 930 
GREEN

Code 04 079092 420 930 
ORANGE
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1.4 kg  

38
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s

30
 cm

s

50 cms 44 cms 88 cms

Chicco Twist Chair
My soft little corner, whatever the time of day.

Removable cover to guarantee 
the best hygiene

Ideal for smaller children too,  
thanks to the safe, soft padded armrests

Chair

Chaise longue

Armchair

  Twist is a padded chair that combines 
a distinctive design with a relaxation 
function, to give your baby some space 
of his own where he can play or relax 
in peace.

  Chicco Twist is not simply a chair, as 
it can be transformed into 3 different 
user modes for toddlers from 1 to  
5 years of age.

  It’s a chair: soft and comfy, for playing, 
colouring or reading their first books 

  It’s a chaise longue: to lie back and 
watch TV in comfort

  It’s an armchair: for maximum 
relaxation and endless cuddle time!

Code 06 079098 240 930 
SEA GREEN

2

1

3
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Weaning
HIGHCHAIRS PAGE 68

BOOSTER SEATS PAGE 80
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63.5 cm  12.5 kg  

0m+
Newborn chair: for use from day one

12m+
Chair: ideal for sitting the toddler  

at the table with the family

6m+
Highchair: to start the weaning  

phase in total comfort

Adjustable to 6 heights

Fr
om

 4
6 

cm
 to

 6
2 

cm

Polly Magic highchair
Have you ever seen a highchair for newborns?

1 2 3

  The Polly Magic highchair is ideal for 
newborn babies at home, and due to 
its adaptability, right through until they 
are around 3 years old.

  For babies from 0 to 6 months it 
can be used as a newborn chair: the 
reducer cushion makes sure the baby 
is comfortable and safe. The colourful, 
fun toy is perfect to entertain and 
stimulate baby.

  Compared to traditional newborn 
chairs, the seat can be adjusted to six 
different heights; this means that both 
mother and baby can find the right 
position for everything they do during 
the day. It allows the baby to never lose 
sight of its mother, and vice versa.

  For babies from 6 to 12 months of 
age, it can be turned into a highchair 
to help during weaning. 

  For toddlers from 1 to 3 years of 
age, it becomes a normal chair, so 
that they can sit at the table with the 
family, in total safety and comfort.
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When closed it is 
ultracompact and can be  

put away tidily in any 
corner. When the tray is not 
in use, it can be fastened to 

the highchair rear legs

The tray cover is easy to remove and ideal  
for bringing food to baby

The toy entertains baby
with different activities

Reclines in 3 positions

The reducer cushion holds the child  
as if it were a comfy nest

It is fitted with a large and
practical storage basket

6m+ Highchair

12m+ Chair

0m+ Newborn chair
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Code 05 079090 170 930  
PINK

Code 00 079090 550 930  
LIME

Code 07 07909 270 930  
TOBACCO BROWN
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6m+:
For baby’s first meals

Soft, comfortable
double padding

Adjustable to 7 heights

12m+:
To eat all together

With Polly child  
can share meal time  
with the family

Polly 2 in 1 Highchair
Growing up is what baby likes most!

1 2

  The Polly 2 in 1 is a multi-award winning highchair 
that follows your child’s growth and is suitable for 
children from 6 months to 3 years. 

  The large double padded seat has two phases. 
From around 6 months it offers great support 
and comfort to younger children, as a practical 
and comfortable highchair. Then as their growth 
demands, the inner part can be removed to 
leave the second phase seat cushion, no less 
comfortable, but giving more space as an 
adjustable chair for children up to 3 years of age. 

  You can also remove the tray to turn Polly 2 in 1 
into a height adjustable chair that can be adapted 
for use with all tables.

Tray adjustment with  
one hand control
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It is ultra-compact  
when closed

Height and angle adjustable footrest

Activity tray with rigid crotch post

Backrest reclines and adjust into  
three positions

An exceptionally practical 
feature, the tray that can be 
hung on the rear legs of the 

highchair when it is used in table 
mode or when folded away

The activity tray cover can be
removed and becomes a practical

tray for direct tabletop use
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Code 06 079065 260 930 

HAPPY LAND

Code 06 079065 330 930 
WOOD FRIENDS

Code 07 079065 660 930 
BABY WORLD

Code 06 079065 220 930 
CHICK TO CHICK

Code 05 079065 720 930 
MARTY



  A new lightweight, compact 
and intuitive highchair from 
Chicco. A practical and ideal 
solution if storage space is 
limited or you want to take 
your highchair travelling!  
It’s suitable for children from  
6 months to max 15kgs/ 
approx. 3 years.

  Pocket Lunch features a  
3 position reclining backrest, 
fully adjustable 5-point harness 
and a 3 position tray that can 
also be removed. There is a 
large and handy storage basket 
under the comfy seat. 

  It is easy to open or fold, using 
the simple controls, and folds 
down very small in a simple 
way. The folded the chair is 
freestanding and once folded 
the integral carry handle can be 
used to carry this lightweight 
and compact highchair.

Pocket Lunch Highchair
The highchair perfect for holidays!

Simple and innovative folding, taking the highchair on your travels has never been so easy!
Ultra compact when folded: 

57 x 25 x 70H cm.  
takes up little space

Stable and light structure only 5.3kg

One simple action! It folds in a flash!

76

83 cm25 cm  

70
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57 cm  5.3 kg  
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 3 position adjustable backrest for meals 
and relaxing moments

Integral carry handle  
when closed

Large tray, with  
3 positions

Large basket, so everything you need  
is close at hand

Large and comfortable seat As baby grows use it at the table with the tray removed

5-point safety harness  
and rigid leg divider
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Code 04 079341 160 930 
JADE

Code 06 079341 570 930 
MANGO

Code 05 079341 870 930 
SAND

Code 07 079341 930 930 
RED WAVE
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MoDe MoDe

MoDe

The seat and backrest have an
easy to remove padded fabric lining

The adjustable shoulder strap makes it 
practical and easy to carry around

Adjustable to 3 different  
height positions

3-point safety harness

Chicco Mode Booster Seat
Look mummy, I have a designer chair too!

Mode allows children to sit  
at the table at the right height to 

join in family meals

  The Chicco Mode booster seat is the 
ideal solution to enable toddlers to 
sit at the table and join in with the 
family at mealtimes; a new and vital 
experience to enhance their learning 
and socialising skills.

  Chicco Mode is height adjustable to 
adapt to the build of every child and 
also different table heights.

  The seat has a soft and comfortable 
padded lining in modern designs and 
colours. The seat lining is easy to clean 
and the seat can be used with the lining 
removed.

  It also has a removable and washable 
transparent plastic tray which is really 
practical and useful when the seat is 
not used with a table.

  The structure folds up very neatly. 
Once folded it occupies very little space 
and it can easily be carried around  
as the chairs fastening belts turn into 
handy carrying straps.
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Code 07 079036 800 930 
VENUS

Code 07 079036 790 930 
MARS



  New lightweight, compact booster seat 
from Chicco! Perfect for Baby’s first 
meals on a chair… or at the table with 
the family, at home or out and about!

  It has a wide seat and is suitable for 
children from 6 months to max 15kgs/ 
approx. 3 years. Easy to attach and 
secure to a chair with the adjustable 
belts that fix around chair seat and 

backrest. The removable 3 position tray 
has a fun design on its surface which is 
repeated on the main seat.

  Easy to open or fold, using the intuitive 
controls it folds down in a simple, but 
safe way! Light and easy to carry either 
with shoulder strap or handle, weighs 
only 2kgs.

Pocket Snack Booster Seat
I love this fashion of doing brunch!

Light and compact when folded,  
and easy to carry

Safe and secure, thanks to the belts  
that anchor it to the chair and the child’s 

3-point safety belt.

Easy to adjust with 3 different heights. 
Ideal from 6 months to 3 years of age

82
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Code. 05 079340 760 000
MANDARINO

Code. 06 079340 510 000 
GREEN
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Sleeptime
CRIBS PAGE 85 

COTS PAGE 88

SAFETY GATES PAGE 89

BED BARRIERS  PAGE 90



  The new Chicco bed-side crib that 
promotes side-sleeping and allows you 
to sleep close to your child, but not in 
the same bed.

  With Next2Me, your child can safely 
sleep in his crib while you can rest next 
to him, cuddle and breastfeed him 
comfortably. This way your bond will 
grow stronger and your nights will be 
more peaceful.

  As baby grows you can move Next2Me 
away from the parents’ bed and 
use it as a normal crib. Next2Me is 

suitable from birth to maximum 9kg / 
approximately 6 months, or until baby 
can pull themselves into an upright 
position. 

  Next2Me is light and easy to transport, 
or store using the travel bag included.

Next 2 Me Crib
Hand in hand, dream after dream.

Mesh window for ventilation

Code. 07 079339 720 930
DOVE GREY

Simple and safe fastening system for 
securing it to the parents’ bed.

Removable side panel when fixing to the parents’ 
bed for side-sleeping.

Padded mattress included

The benefits of side-sleeping:
It helps newborns to adjust sleep-waking times. 

Makes it easier for mums to breastfeed. 

It reassures parents and makes the child feel safe. 

It strengthens the bond between child and parents helping 
the child to grow more self-confident and sociable. 

Sleeping in the same room, but not in the same bed, 
reduces the risk of SIDS.

CRIB TRAVEL COT
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Inclinable base helps with  
congestion and reflux

Extremely versatile, it 
also adapts to beds with 
drawers, thanks to the 
folding feet

Adjustable height in 6 different positions 
to adapt to most beds

Two wheels with brakes  
and two anti-slip feet
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122 cm  

75
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62 cm  8 kg  

76
 cm

  

20 cm  

   A comfy, practical and no-fuss travel 
cot, a special place where babies will rest 
blissfully everywhere they go.

  The two long sides have mesh panels 
giving good ventilation and visibility for 
parents and baby. It comes with a comfy 
padded mattress.

  It has an umbrella style closing system 
and its compact closed size makes it ideal 
for travel. It’s easy to open out and has 
a double action safety closing system to 
prevent accidental folding in use.

Goodnight Travel Cot
Have a good night everywhere you go!

Rounded corners and edges

Double action safety device fitted  
on the cot base 

With padded mattress

The fine safety mesh on two sides of the cot guarantees excellent ventilation.

Practical carrying bag included 

Code. 06 079073 210 930
GRAPHITE
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Nightlight Safety Gate
Your child is safer, you have peace of mind !

  Although parents pay careful attention, the 
home often presents many dangers for their 
little “explorer”. The Nightlight Safety Gate is 
suitable for both staircases and doorways, with 
a width of between 76 and 81 cm.

  The surface has no handholds or footholds 
that the child can use for climbing. The safety 
gate can be fitted without tools. It has an 
autoclose feature, the gate closes automatically 
when released, so avoiding the risk of being 
accidentally left open.

  An additional feature is the luminescent “glow 
in the dark” locking buttons that help with using 
the gate at night.

  The gate can be fitted with extensions to fit 
openings up to a maximum of 117cm.

  Only one gate extension should be used  
at a time.

Code 06 061379 000 000  
WHITE

7.2 cm – Code. 06 061591 000 000

14.4 cm – Code. 06 061592 000 000

36 cm – Code. 06 061593 000 000

Extensions available separately
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    The new Chicco Bed Barrier is perfect for when 
it’s time to switch to a traditional bed without 
sides and makes a safe solution to stop baby 
falling out of bed! For use with children aged 
between 18 months and 5 years. 

   It has a metal frame that’s padded and fabric 
covered. With mesh panel insert, aiding 
ventilation and vision for baby 

   The barrier fastens easily under the mattress 
and fits most common types of bed.  
The barrier folds down to allow bed making  
and access. Available in two lengths 95cm  
and 135cm.

Chicco Bed Barrier
Endless peaceful nights!

“Hidden” pocket for small itemsTwo plastic supports with safety straps

The barrier is hinged to allow easy access 
to the bed and child
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Code 07 068193 390 000  
NATURAL – 95cm

Code 07 066381 390 000  
NATURAL – 135cm
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Safety on the road.
As soon as a baby is born he is the perfect traveller! 
In fact, there are no particular problems concerning 
newborns travelling by car, as long as all the Highway 
Code rules and regulations are carefully followed,  
along with a certain amount of common sense. It 
takes just a bit of additional organising and patience to  
ensure babies are comfortable and at ease when out 
and about in the car.



In the car the most beautiful hug,  
is a safe hug

A child car seat in the car is the only way to truly protect children
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Useful suggestions for the correct choice:

Why use a car seat.
Protecting your child is one of the many ways to say ‘I love you’!

Using a child car seat is a simple and everyday loving gesture that 

must become as automatic as fastening his shoe laces.

Just a few simple precautions and a few rules when choosing and 

installing the child car seat correctly, to turn short and long trips in 

the car into dreamlike excursions!

Baby Car Seat Manufacturer Regulations.
All Companies manufacturing child safety seats must meet the 

requirements imposed by European Directive ECE R44 that 

defines the design, approval and manufacturing criteria.

Before being placed on the market, each product undergoes 

a special approval procedure by certified laboratories that 

guarantee consumers that the child car seat complies with the 

safety standards imposed by law. Every car seat manufactured 

and approved in accordance with this regulation carries an ECE 

certification label.

This orange label is a sort of identity card for  

child car seats and indicates its fundamental 

features. Before making a purchase, it is essential 

to check that the product carries this easily 

recognisable orange label, usually applied on  

the back or base of the child car seat.
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1.35 m

1.35 m

Safety rules and regulations for every user.
The use of child car seats is mandatory as provided by the 

Highway Code (HC), but most of all it is a loving gesture you 

give to your child.

In all European countries, it is generally required by law that 

all passengers must use appropriate restraint systems when 

travelling by car: safety belts for adults and safety car seats 

for children.

UK law states that children from birth up until they are 

1.35 m in height, must always be strapped in using a restraint 

system which is appropriate for their height and weight.

Safety of used car seats is not guaranteed.
The use of used child car seats is not recommended: they could, in fact 

be damaged or worn out, in a way that is not visible.

It is important that no child car seats involved in accidents continue to be 

used. Dynamic testing in certified laboratories that simulate road accidents 

have shown that certain parts of the child car seats, already subject to 

stress, may fail more easily.

Moreover, used child car seats often come without instruction manuals,  

a mandatory aspect to guarantee correct installation and use.

Pay attention to airbags.
Group 0 (up to 10 kg) and Group 0+ (up to 13 kg) infant car seats must be 

installed so the baby travels rear-facing. Warning !! The law prohibits the 

use of these infant car seats on seats fitted with enabled airbags. This is 

because, should the airbag be activated and inflate, this could cause serious 

and even fatal injury to your baby.

So, if you have to install a Group 0+ infant car seat on a vehicle seat fitted 

with an airbag, disable the airbag or contact the car manufacturer to disable 

it and only enable it again when the infant car seat is no longer in use.
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Group 1/2/3 
(9-36 kg)

Group 0+/1 
(0-18 kg)

Multi-Group Car Seats

10 years

0

0-10 Kg 0-13 Kg 9-18 Kg 15-25 Kg 22-36 Kg

0+ 1 2 3

9 years

6 years

7 years

8 years

5 years

4 years

3 years

2 years

1 year

Specific Car Seats

Group 3 
(22-36kg)

Group 2 
(15-25 kg)

Group 1 
(9-18 kg)

Group 0+ 
(0-13 kg)

How to choose the right safety car seat:
The choice of the child car seat must always be  

assessed according to the weight of the child.

The European regulation divides children’s weights into 

“Mass Groups” i.e. weight ranges which correspond 

to specific car seat groups. Every car seat is designed, 

approved and produced according to this benchmark 

parameter.

The listed age Groups provide mere approximate 

benchmarks as the physical development of each 

child is subjective. In order to travel safely, it is always 

important to choose and use a car seat that is suited 

to the morphology of the child.

Specific Child Car Seats.
Specific child car seats refer to one Mass Group only.

They ensure the highest level of safety, comfort and functionality to 

children belonging to a certain weight range. They represent the optimal 

solution for everyday and frequent use (main car, long trips etc.).  

As they are specific for one Mass Group only, they can be used for a shorter 

length of time.

Multi-Group Seats.
Multi-Group child car seats, on the other hand, refer to two or  

more Mass Groups.

These seats represent a cost-effective choice because they cover two 

or more weight ranges and may be used for many years. The safety 

features they were designed for are guaranteed but, given its use 

for children of different ages and different body sizes, they are less 

compliant and, therefore, particularly suitable for sporadic use (for 

instance, the seats left in the cars of grandparents and babysitters).
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Isofix system
It is the safest and easiest way to install a child car 
seat correctly, because it is not simply fastened to the 
seat, but it actually becomes an integral part of car 
chassis, reducing the forward rotation movement in 
case of frontal impact. This totally minimises the risk 
of incorrect installation, as the specific indicators 
confirm when it is fitted correctly, reducing the 
frequent errors that occur when fitting commonplace 
restraint systems.
The Isofix system has 3 anchor points:
-  Two Isofix anchor points, located on the vehicle 

back seat - between the back rest and the vehicle 
seat to which the Isofix connectors are fastened.

- The third anchor point can be:
  a support leg which is a system that rests on the 
floor of the vehicle that stabilises the child safety 
seat (Semi-Universal system* as it is compatible 
with a limited number of cars)

  a top tether that is fastened to the rear of the vehicle 
back seat or to the boot depending on the vehicle in 
question (Universal System – as it is compatible for 
use in most cars on the market).

The legislation that regulates car manufacturing has 
ruled that, starting January 2011, all new cars must 
have built-in ISOFIX anchor points on the back seat 
to which the Isofix child safety seats can be fastened.

For further information on your child’s safety in the car, 
visit the website http://babycarsafety.chicco.com 
You will find all practical advice on everything which 
is essential to consider when buying a child car seat, 
instruction on use, reference regulations and medical 
advice.
*read the car instruction manual to check for relative compatibility.



98 ISOFIX TOP TETHER

ISOFIX

TOP TETHER

(NO AIR BAG)

Oasys 1 Isofix

Table for using Chicco Child Car Seats
Child’s weight 

Mass group 0-10 kg
Group 0

MODEL

Auto-Fix Fast,
KeyFit

Oasys 2-3,
Oasys 2-3
FixPlus

Fitting with the
Universal Isofix 
Class B system

0-13 kg
Group 0+

9-18 kg
Group 1

15-25 kg
Group 2

22-36 kg
Group 3

Position 
in the car

Page

104

AUTO-FIX

KEYFIT OASYS 2-3

OASYS 1 ISOFIX

Before purchasing a child car seat, always check whether it can be fitted into your car.

The fitting of the child car seat is allowed only into car seats equipped with 3-point safety belts.

Oasys 1 Isofix is a “Universal” child restraint that can be fitted into most vehicles in circulation,  
if equipped with the Isofix locking system.

Please read the instruction booklet of your car to check compatibility.
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44 cm  

61
 cm

  

67 cm  
with base

6.8 kg  

without base
4.6 kg  

Auto-Fix Fast

   The Auto-Fix Fast car seat is the 
ultimate in terms of comfort, 
practicality and safety. It’s tested 
to ECE R44/04 Standards to carry 
infants from birth until they weigh 
13kgs.

  The exclusive Clik Clak system 
allows you to simply click the seat 
onto the Chicco strollers fitted with 
the same system or the car fitting 
base with just one hand; it is the 
safest and most practical system 
you could need. 

  It can be used in the car with 
or without the base, which 
guarantees maximum ease of use. 
An Isofix fitting car seat base is also 
available as a separate accessory 
(see page 102). 

  The booster pillow insert for 
smaller babies has been clinically 
tested. Its particular shape is the 
result of research made to provide 
the best possible nest for a baby’s 
head, preventing for instance “Flat-
head Syndrome”, which can occur 
when they lie on flat firm surfaces 
for any length of time. 

  It comes with shoulder strap and 
buckle pads. Easy to use one-pull 
harness adjustment, 3 height 
positions for the shoulder straps 
and an adjustable sun canopy. 

Auto-Fix Fast car seat Group 0+
Baby’s first travel companion.

Start the QR-Code player on
your smartphone, capture the
code with the camera and see

how to install this car seat

4 stars at the European Test  
“Car Seat 2011” in the group 0+ 

(0-13 kgs) category

The base remains inside the car, fastened with the horizontal 
safety belts. The car seat can then be quickly and easily attached 

and detached from the base.

MASS GROUP POSITION IN CAR

(no air-bag)  

Group 0+  

POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3-POINT SEAT BELT

CHILD’S WEIGHT

0-13 kg

Auto-Fix Fast is also 
approved for use with  
or without the base.
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Side Safety System  
to protect infants from  

possible side impact

Fits easily and safely to the Activ3, Artic chassis or Urban chassis (using the separate adaptor.)

The ergonomic harness 
paddings are specially 

shaped to guarantee they 
remain in the correct 

position on the infant’s 
shoulders

When in the car, the handle must be 
pushed firmly against the backrest 
to ensure maximum protection in 

the case of an accident

Clinically tested booster pillow to keep your 
baby’s head snug and well-protected.
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Code 06 079220 990 930 
ANTHRACITE

Code 00 079220 010 930 
BEIGE

Code 06 079220 200 930 
NIGHT

Code 07 079220 930 930 
RED WAVE
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ISOFIX
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E
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Auto-Fix Fast 
with base Isofix 

Auto-Fix Fast Car Seat Isofix Base
Green light for safety!

  The Group 0+ Isofix Base is an important 
accessory specifically designed to ensure the 
Auto-Fix Fast car seat reaches the highest 
possible levels of excellence as far as safety and 
user–friendly aspects are concerned.

  Once it has been fastened to the vehicle seat 
using the Isofix connectors and the support leg 
that acts as the third anchor point, the car seat 
is basically integrated within the vehicle seat, 
guaranteeing maximum levels of safety.

  Both the Isofix connectors and the support leg 
are fitted with the Double Check System, as a 
kind of ‘traffic light’ that goes green when the 
seat is fastened correctly. 

4 stars at the European Test  
“Car Seat 2011” in the Group 0+  

(0-13 kgs) category

Start the QR-Code player on
your smartphone, capture the
code with the camera and see

how to install this car seat

The Double Check
System consists of a dual
mechanical safety system

that prevents incorrect
installation and makes it
easier to use the product

The support leg can be adjusted to a number of different positions  
and can therefore be used on the seats of a range of vehicles

The Double Check System has an indicator on 
the Isofix connector which turns green when 

installed correctly

The support leg can be folded away 
behind the base so it takes up very 

little space when not in use

The Isofix base can only be used with Auto-Fix car seats  
sold individually or as a component of the combined systems  

I-Move, Trio Living Smart and Nunú

The Clik Clak device allows you to fit or remove the
Auto-Fix Fast to its base with a simple action

Code 06 079807 950 000

MASS 
GROUP  

POSITION 
IN CAR

CHILD’S 
WEIGHT
0-13 kg

(no air-bag)

Group 0+

 POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Please read the instruction 
booklet of your car to check 
the compatibility and the 
list of the homologated carsISOFIX
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43 cm  4.1 kg  

58
 cm

  

63 cm  

  The Chicco KeyFit is approved to ECE R44/04 
standards for group 0+, from birth up to 13kgs, it 
fits rear facing, using the car’s 3-point safety belts 
only. The deep seat gives high levels of protection 
and features a newborn pillow. The harness comes 
with shoulder and buckle pads, and one-pull 
adjustment system.

  A fitting base is available as a separate accessory. 
The handy base, which has an easy to use levelling 
system, remains fixed to the cars seat allowing you 
to attach and detach the KeyFit easily and safely.

  The KeyFit has been designed to fit easily and 
simply without the need for an additional fitting 
kit, to create practical travel system with the 
Together Twin (page 44).

KeyFit Car Seat
The versatile car seat, always ready to go.

0-13 kg Group 0+

POSITION 
IN CAR

MASS 
GROUP  

CHILD’S 
WEIGHT

 POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

(no air-bag)

KEYFIT FITTING BASE ACCESSORY 
Code 060 079231 990 000

Code 06 079064 210 930  
GRAPHITE

Removable insert cushion, ideal for babies
during the first few months, as it

ensures they remain in the correct
position

Removable sun canopy

Removable and washable lining

Start the QR-Code player on
your smartphone, capture the
code with the camera and see

how to install this car seat
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44 cm  12.5 kg  

61
 / 

71
 cm

  

53.5 cm  

ISOFIX TOP TETHER

  The Oasys 1 Isofix child car seat 
is approved to ECE R44/04 
Standards, that is to carry babies 
weighing from 9 to 18 kgs / 
Group 1

  Isofix is the safest and most 
simple system to install child car 
seats in cars. In fact, child car 
seats fitted with the Isofix system 
provide maximum safety and are 
extremely practical to use. Unlike 
standard car seats, it does not 
require the use of the cars seat 
belts for installation

  The Isofix connectors fasten onto 
special anchor points located 
between the vehicle backrest and 

the seat which guarantees it will 
remain securely fastened in place

  The seat features a one pull 
adjustment 5 point safety 
harness. Headrest and harness 
are adjusted together with one 
simple button to ensure correct 
harness fit. The washable cover 
is easily removable without 
disturbing the harness

Oasys 1 Isofix
With a car seat that breathes, every trip is 
comfortable!

The head rest can be adjusted to 6 positions following the child’s growth  
from 12 months to approx. 4 years of age

Start the QR-Code player on
your smartphone, capture the
code with the camera and see

how to install this car seat

Structure and fabrics have a micro 
perforated finish in the main 
contact areas with the child,  

to ensure maximum breathability

MASS 
GROUP  

POSITION 
IN CAR

Group 1

Fitting with the 
universal ISOfix 
class B system

CHILD’S 
WEIGHT

9-18 kg
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OK 
NO OK 

ISOFIX
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OK 

The Double Check 
System consists  

of a dual mechanical 
safety system that 
prevents incorrect 

installation and makes  
it easier to use the 

product

  Once fastened to the 
vehicle seat, the Isofix 
child car seat becomes 
an integrated part of the 
car chassis, guaranteeing 
maximum levels of safety 
whilst reducing the risk of 
incorrect installation

Isofix connectors - safety 
and easy use: just 3 clicks 

to fit it in the car

Third “Top Teather”
anchoring point

1

2

3CLICK !

CLICK !

CLICK !

The indicator turns green when it
has been anchored correctly

Double Check System on the  
“Top Tether” strap

Double Check System on the  
two connectors

  The Oasys 1 Isofix is fitted with the Double Check System,  
a dual mechanical safety system that prevents incorrect 
installation and makes it easier to use the product. 

  When the two child car seat ISOFIX connectors are correctly 
fastened to the vehicle ISOFIX anchor points, the indicators turn 
green: it is now possible to complete the installation procedure 
guaranteeing complete safety.

  However, if one of the child car seat ISOFIX connectors remains 
red, this means that the child car seat has not been installed 
correctly and the “Double Check System” is preventing you from 
completing the procedure. In this case it is necessary to repeat the 
installation procedure from the start.

  A similar indicator is also fitted on the “Top Tether” third anchor 
point, which also indicates whether or not is fitted properly and 
checks to ensure it is tightened correctly.
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Code 06 079247 950 000 BLACK

Code 06 079247 190 000 FIRE

Seat has 5 recline positions to ensure maximum comfort
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44 cm  7.2 kg  

66
/8

4 
cm

  

42 cm  

Oasys 2-3 Car Seat
A snug and safe embrace that grows 
as babies grow.

  The Oasys 2-3 child car seat is approved to  
ECE R44/04 Standards, for the safe 
transportation of children weighing from 15 to 
36 kgs (Group 2 and 3).

  The child car seat can be adjusted 
independently, in height and width, to adapt 
to the needs of a growing child. Extra comfort 
is also guaranteed by using padded and 
breathable fabrics.

  By simply pressing the central button, the  
seat and backrest can be reclined at the same 
time, to 4 different positions to guarantee  
the most comfortable travel conditions 
possible.

  All the adjustment controls are clearly visible 
and user-friendly to make using the child car 
seat very simple.

Padded and
breathable fabrics

Fabric lined  
armrests

Front positioned reclining button  
for easy access

Start the QR-Code player on 
your smartphone, capture the 

code with the camera and  
see how to install this car seat

Is your car fitted with Isofix anchor points?  
The Oasys 2-3 child car seat also comes in  
a FixPlus version, and can be connected to  

the Isofix anchor points to guarantee  
ultimate stability – see page 112

GROUP  POSITION IN CAR

 POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Group 2

Group 3

CHILD’S WEIGHT

15-25 kg

22-36 kg
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Independent adjustment allows you to adapt the 
chair to the build of individual children

Soft padding guarantees a snug
nest for children

The child must be strapped in using the vehicle’s 
own safety belts

Headrest with top quality 3-D mesh to guarantee 
maximum breathability

Wheel to adjust the width  
of the backrest

Handle to adjust the height  
of the backrest
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By pressing the front central button, both
the seat and backrest can be reclined

simultaneously to 4 different positions

Practical and handy cup holder  
can fit on either side

Completely removable fabric cover

Code 06 079244 950 000  
BLACK

Code 06 079244 190 000  
FIRE



Oasys 2-3 FixPlus Car Seat
Is your child growing quickly? Adjust their car seat  
to grow with them!

  Oasys 2-3 FixPlus is the brand new 
child car seat approved to ECE 
R44/04 Standards, for the safe 
transportation of children weighing 
from 15 to 36 kgs (Group 2 and 3).

  The FixPlus connectors are designed 
to connect the child car seat to the 
vehicle seat, using its Isofix fittings, 
to guarantee extra stability.

  The child car seat can be adjusted 
independently, in height and width, 
to adapt to the needs of the growing 
child.

  By simply pressing one button, the 
seat and backrest can be reclined 
at the same time, to 4 different 
positions to guarantee the most 
comfortable travel conditions 
possible.

  All the adjustment controls are 
clearly visible and user-friendly to 
make using the child car seat very 
simple.

GROUP  POSITION IN CAR

 POSITION SUITABLE ONLY WITH 3 POINT SEAT BELT

Group 2

Group 3

CHILD’S WEIGHT

15-25 kg

22-36 kg

Start the QR-Code player on 
your smartphone, capture the 

code with the camera and  
see how to install this car seat

Practical and handy cup holder that fits on either side

FixPlus connectors

4 stars in the European test  
“Car Seats 2013” in the group  

2-3 category

Extra comfort is also  
guaranteed by the use of padded 

and breathable fabrics.

1

2

112

SynthesisOasys 2-3 Fix Plus

44 cm  7.8 kg  

66
/8

4 
cm

  

42 cm  
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Code 06 079245 190 000 FIRE Code 06 079245 950 000 BLACK

Independent adjustment allows you to adapt the 
chair to the build of individual children

Headrest with top quality 3-D mesh to guarantee 
maximum breathability

Soft padding guarantees a snug
nest for children

Using the clearly marked belt 
guides the child must always be 
restrained using the car’s 3 point 

safety belts.
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Accessories for car seats

IsoFix base for Auto-Fix Car Seat 
Code 06 079807 950 000 

(see page 102)

Auto-Fix adaptor for Urban Stroller 
Code 06 079379 000 000

(see page 17)

Specifically designed to ensure the Auto-Fix Fast car 
seat reaches the highest possible levels of safety and 

user–friendliness aspects are concerned.

KEYFIT FITTING BASE ACCESSORY 
Code 060 079231 990 000

(see page 103)

Thanks to a practical car seat adaptor it’s possible to easily attach  the AutoFix Fast car seat to the 
stroller chassis (sold separately).

Accessory base remains in the car  
making fitting and removing even easier



Something tells me that  
Mummy & Daddy are watching me.



The tranquility of 
always seeing baby 
and listening without 
interference.

Sleep time is always a source of 
concern for parents. 

It represents, especially during 
the first few months, a temporary 
form of “separation” from their 
baby, prompting them to run at 
the smallest noise to see him and 
reassure them that everything is fine. 

Around 4 months baby can sleep 
alone in his bedroom and so parents 
have even more need to keep a 
watch on his sleep, his awakening,  
his tears and his play.
(By Osservatorio Chicco, Baby Research Centre.)

The new Chicco Baby Monitors line 
consists of 3 models developed 
to suit your needs with innovative 
features and digital communications. 
Thanks to the digital technology 
they ensure  quality audio and video, 
and exclusivity of communication 
between parent and baby units. So 
you always feel close to your baby!

DECT Digital technology – the 
latest wireless communication 
provides important advantages:

Guaranteed  Privacy - continuous 
transmission, without the 
interference of other signals.

Zero interference - no interference 
from other audio-video equipment in 
the surrounding environment.

Wider Range of reception

The organiser function with 5 daily task reminders and alarms helps you keep on top of everything.

The infrared camera is adjustable for angle to provide an excellent view day or night for real peace of mind.

Photo and video capture lets you keep those special moments, then playback on the parent unit anytime.

116116

Touch Screen 
Technology 

Night light

5 lullabies

MP3 connection

Temperature 
sensor

2 way
communication

Voice activation

5 alarm settings

Display  
1.6 inch

Voice 
activation

TFT  
Display
2.4 inch

Colour  
Video

Night light

Colour  
Camera

Day and  
night vision

Essential Digital Video

Top Digital Audio

Temperature 
sensor

MP3 connection

Night light

2 x digital zoom Day and night vision Phone contacts

2 way 
communication

Photo capture 
and video  
recorder

5 alarm
settings

Voice activation
5 lullabies

Top Digital Video
Baby
unit

Parent
unit

Baby
unit

Parent
unit

Parent
unit

Baby
unit



the happiness  
of growing  
in every sense



A magical atmosphere for sleep time!\
 Sleep time is a vital moment for all newborns. Studies show that to help babies sleep peacefully, it’s 
best to create a bed time ritual, in a relaxed and soothing environment. The First Dreams range combine 
soothing music with soft light effects and moving images to create a magical atmosphere.

Magic Stars Cot Mobile
The cot mobile boasts a double protection system:  
in fact, it projects moving images of colorful stars  
and planets on the cot mobile and ceiling of the  
baby’s room. Available in two versions, light blue  
and pink: a gift idea that will certainly be appreciated.

First Dreams range

Available in Blue and Pink

Cot mobile with 
double projection

Projections 
from the cot

Nightlight

Sound sensor for 
automatic activation

Infrared remote control

Goodnight Moon
cot panel

Goodnight Stars
projector

Rainbow cube 
projector

118118
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“Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs” Cot Panel
Fun electronic panel for the cot, with light effects and sweet melodies.  
The panel features two modes: 

1. RELAX: The lights and melodies help baby relax. 

2. PLAY: With different manual activities stimulate baby's sensorial development.

“The 3 Little Pigs” Musical Cot Toy
Just pull the handle to play a sweet lullaby 
and to rotate the little heart on the door  
of the 3 little pigs’ house.  
It features a practical strap to easily fasten 
it to any cot.

1. Relax
It’s time to  
sleep!

2. Play
It’s time to  
have fun!

Easy to attach

Turn the 
heart

“Little Red Riding hood” Cot Mobile
Clockwork cot mobile based on a classic fairy tale with gentle melodies for sweet dreams! 
fastens easily to the cot so baby can watch the cute characters revolve to the music.  
As baby grows remove the mobile to leave a simple cot musical box.

1.  
Cot mobile

2.  
Music box
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Coordination Skills These lightweight, fun and easy 
to grasp rattles, make them ideal to help baby coordinate their 
first movements, encouraging development of the instinctive grasp 
reflexes found in newborns, towards the voluntary ability to grab 
and shake. 

Visual Skills From 3 months onwards, infants start to see objects 
and details more clearly, and distinguish primary colours. With strong contrasting 
decorations these rattles encourage and help development of baby’s visual skills 
during this growth phase.

Musical Skills Babies love discovering different sounds and 
experimenting with their ability to shake objects to make sounds. Two fun 
animal rattles that provide sound and musical stimulation that also help  
baby learn cause and effect.

Tactile Skills Babies use their tactile skills to explore 
and recognize objects. Playing and handling toys made of different 
materials and surfaces give differentiated sensations to infants and 
help them refine their tactile and sensory skills.

Teething Hand - eye coordination allows infants to fix 
their gaze on objects and put them in their mouth to explore them 
further. These rattles have different surface textures, soft rubber 
elements and specially shaped cooling parts to provide relief for sore 
gums during teething. 

Baby’s environment and objects are an important source of visual, hearing and 
tactile stimulation providing precious information for development. Baby Senses 
is Chicco’s brand new range, specifically designed to accompany and stimulate the 
sensory development of babies, encouraging their first motor skills experiments.  
To safeguard and protect babies, accessible parts contain no painted elements.

Turtle Teether

Crab Teether

Keys Rattle 

Rings Rattle

Bear Rattle

Zebra Rattle

Elephant Rattle

Sea Creatures  
Teether

Seal Teether  
Rattle 

Water filled teether parts

First Activities  
Elephant

Melodies and lights

Musical Lion  
Rattle

Musical Monkey  
Rattle

With mirror

Soft plastic for  
teething,  

crinkly sounds,  
velour  

accents

Vibrating  
Happy Hippo

Pull his foot 
to make him 

vibrate!

Polka Dot  
Parrot Rattle 

 Giraffe Rattle

3 m
oving w

ings w
ith different patterns

A mirror and a roller to play with
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Cheese & Crackers Mouse highchair toy
The perfect toy to keep baby amused 
in his highchair. Have fun making the 
mouse run noisily up the cheese, or 
explore the different surface textures 
of the coloured rings and the sounds of 
the moving beads.  Suction cup base for 
easy fixing.

Touch & Spin 
highchair toy
Entertaining highchair toy with large 
spinning centre section. Listen to the 
beads tinkle as it spins, whilst developing 
tactile skills with the many different 
textures of the toys surface. Suction cup 
base for easy fixing of tactile skills.

Musical Fruits highchair toy 
Colourful electronic toy for highchairs. Baby turns the fruits; each one 
has different colours, shapes and surfaces and offers different activities 
to develop manual coordination.
With practical suction cup to secure it to the highchair tray.

day moments  mealtimes

3 colored rings

Slide the mouse  
up and down

Fun melodies

Let’s turn the fruits

121121
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A foreign language becomes a game
In the first months, baby has a natural tendency towards all kinds of vocal sounds 
and quickly absorbs them, even if these belong to different languages.  
The right choice of bilingual toys can encourage this extraordinary ability.

Talking Happy Palace
Colourful electronic house with animal shape sorting fun. 
Baby new animal friends teach through songs and phrases in 
both English and French.
� Animals and their sounds
� Rooms of the home
� Typical activities and sounds
� Colours
� The alphabet
� Numbers from 1 to 10

Talking mechanic
This talking truck comes with lots of tools for the young mechanic! 
With real engine sound effects, lots of phrases and 3 play modes. 
Interact with the toy whilst learning in both English and French.

� Alphabet
� Numbers 
� Shapes of objects 
� Numbers
� Mechanic’s tools & phrases

� Alphabet
� Numbers
� Parts of the body
� Shapes

� Colours
� Animals
� First words
� Travel theme

To change story, just press the  
‘’reject’’ button, replace the card and  

a new tale will start immediately.

Musical Tales Singing Bear
Big soft teddy bear talks with a fun voice and moving mouth. He tells many stories 
through songs, phrases and sounds, with the 5 story cards! Interact with the stories 
by pressing his hands and feet, whilst learning in both English and French.

With 50 activitie
s including: 

songs, m
elodies and sounds

122122

3 play modes
1. Engine sounds 
2. Learning 
3. Quiz
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Pirates Chest Shape Sorter 
A pull-along shape sorter with 6 colourful and decorated shapes. 
Open the chest, discover the treasure and start to play.  
The chest has wheels so your child can pull the toy along and take  
it anywhere.

Pelican Trike
A dual use trike with a fun pelican face and look. In Push 'n' Go mode 
parents can guide the trike with the telescopic handle. In Free pedalling 
mode the handle is removed and the child can pedal happily along!

Happy Hippy Walker
A first steps baby walker toy with a fun classic van style and 2  
modes of use.

It helps baby to gain balance and the first steps safely, thanks to  
the walker’s stability. 

The front panel is an activity centre 
with lots of manual activities. 

Turn the roller,  
move the flower,  
rotate the balls,  

and much more...

first steps baby 
walker toy
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Before the crash...

... after the crash...

Turbo Touch Crash 
Three new “Demolition Derby” cars with Turbo Touch 
system; simply press down on the car to charge it!  
The more you press the further it goes, the car will speed 
away and when it crashes into an obstacle, body parts 
will open up, with fun sound effects. Re-assemble the 
‘’crashed” parts to start again.

Remote Controlled Vehicles 
Chicco’s range of remote controlled vehicles is ideal for budding drivers 
to hone their coordination and cognitive skills, helping them understand 
cause-effect relationships and solving problems. They feature fun sounds and 
lights, and have simple, but clever controls perfectly designed for young hands!

Safari Park  
Green

Safari Park  
Pink

Derby Blue
Derby Red

Derby Black

Radio control with 
4 direction buttons

Intuitive radio control: steering the 
steering wheel, the  

vehicle changes direction

CYAN
MAGENTA

NERO

GIALLO

codice: 99 999999 990 990

�ow chart: 101314 W 1

n. colori:  4

cliente: MARKETING TOYS - Abbati

operatore:

Gennaro Schi�no

responsabile area:

Gennaro Schi�no - 2172

prova stampa

descrizione lavoro: Logo Turbo Touch CRASH

2 4 / 0 5 / 2 0 1 3

2 4 / 0 5 / 2 0 1 3

visto studio gra�co

firma

data

visto si stampi studio gra�co

visto si stampi cliente

firma

data

firma

data

Billy Big Wheels
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Recommended
by 

The ideal support for  
comfort and bonding 

during and  
after pregnancy



75% 50% 

Good sleep during pregnancy

Did you know that…
The position recommended by doctors and midwives during pregnancy is  
on one side, preferably the left with knees slightly bent.  
This reduces swelling and water retention, it alleviates pressure on the vena 
cava, it reduces the creation of piles, it reduces the feeling of nausea and 
allows the placenta to transport nourishment from mum to baby. 

Sleeping well during pregnancy is essential.

During the last quarter, over 75% of women reports sleep 
disorders and the need to rest more frequently, even during  
the day.

One of the disorders that affect the quality and duration of 
sleep is “back ache” or lower back pain, particularly frequent 

between the 5th and 7th month, which affects over 50% of 
mothers-to-be. 25% of women sleep for a variable amount 
of time even after giving birth.

The use of a specific pillow helps pregnant women to 
prevent back pains, it favours the recommended lateral 

position, for a more peaceful and comfortable sleep.

INCIDENCE OF 
PREGNANT WOMEN 

WITH SLEEP DISORDERS  

INCIDENCE OF 
PREGNANT WOMEN 

WITH LOWER BACK PAIN

BOPPY MOM COMFORT COLLECTION
The specific Boppy pillows for  
pregnant women
The pillows from the Mom Comfort range offer necessary 
support to mums during pregnancy, helping them to alleviate 
possible discomforts and tension or simply to help 
them find a much more comfortable support 
for peaceful rest. 

Each pillow has been designed to offer 
the support and postural alignment 
necessary during sleep and relaxation; 
they also provide at the same time an 
ideal back, stomach and knee support 
with variable dimension according to 
the model chosen. 

Total Body 
Pillow

Cuddle 
PillowPregnancy 

Wedge126



 WASHABLE 
SLIP COVER

Total Body Pillow

Cuddle Pillow

Pregnancy Wedge

•  The modular and flexible design makes it adaptable to various 
requirements of support that vary during pregnancy and change 
from one woman to another. 

•  The pillow consists of 3 pieces that can be removed and used for 
the perfect combination

•  The Total Body Pillow has been developed with the collaboration 
of a physiotherapist to offer total support to the mums body, 
filling all of the “gaps” from head to toes, providing support and 
total wellness to the spine and therefore to the entire body. 

COMPLETELY 
WASHABLE 

COMPLETE CONFIGURATION
Full body support: head, tummy, and legs

HEAD AND ABDOMEN CONFIGURATION
Supports head, neck, shoulders, and tummy.

LEGS AND ABDOMEN CONFIGURATION 
Supports tummy, hips, knees, and ankles.

BACK CONFIGURATION
Supports the back and 

promotes the side sleeping position.

•  The Boppy Pregnancy Wedge is a 
pillow that offers specific support 
in small dimensions; 

•  Its compactness makes it ideal for 
transport and travelling.

•  The Boppy Cuddle Pillow is a 
pillow for the body in a bean shape, 
providing support to the stomach 
and legs.  

•  It is the ideal size to support the 
stomach, hips and back according 
to requirements! 

•  It provides mums with comfort 
without taking up too much space 
in the bed.

Removable and 
washable slipcover

HIPS AND LEGS SUPPORT BACK SUPPORT TUMMY SUPPORT RELAX TIME

COMPLETELY 
WASHABLE 

RELAX TIMEHIPS AND BACK SUPPORTTUMMY AND HIPS SUPPORT
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The best support for  
bonding breastfeeding

The Osservatorio Chicco recommends
the use of Boppy.

The 5 golden rules to  
breastfeed your child in the 
best possible way.
1) It simplifies affinity and contact between you and your 

child from the very first moments of life. It can influence the 
production of milk and therefore the best possible success in 
terms of breastfeeding. 

2) It encourages breastfeeding every time your baby needs it. 
 Day after day you will get to know your baby more and more 

in order to distinguish when he cries because he wants to be 
picked up, cuddled or changed from when he is hungry.  In this 
case you are not fussing over him but you are feeding him! 

3) When you breastfeed make sure that you are in a comfortable 
and convenient position! As breastfeeding requires a lot 
of time and physical commitment by the mum, help yourself 
with a breastfeeding cushion that supports the baby without 
you having to bend your neck and back forwards or making 
excessive efforts with your arms. 

4) Attach the baby correctly to your breast: well supported and 
facing your stomach (stomach against stomach) with his mouth 
wide open in order to envelop the breast as much as possible 
(chin against breast, nose free). Correct suction prevents the 
baby from swallowing air that may cause disturbance due to 
gassy colic. 

5) It is very important that you, the mum, are not alone during 
this important moment full of changes and emotions: do not 
hesitate to ask for help from your midwife where you gave 
birth, in the consultancy centres of your area!Tested

&Recommended by 

Assessed by the Osservatorio Chicco together with midwives and mums. 
The tests carried out have confirmed the level of appreciation for Boppy and 
its characteristics in terms of shape, padding and washing.

• 99% of midwives consider the nursing pillow as a precious help for mums.
• 92% suggest the use of a specific shape pillow like Boppy.
• 85% recommend the use of a completely washable pillow.*

1°

recommendedbrand

by ITALIAN 

MIDWIVES*

* Survey undertaken by the 
Chicco Osservatorio and Art, 

 The Resource Alliance, in 2012, 
with a sample of more than  
200 Italian midwives.
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Benefits for mum

Boppy is also versatile

It reduces muscular tension

It reduces abdomen pressure

It allows the baby to be positioned 
at the right height

It is a safe support for the newborn

2m

A COSY NEST
After feeding, Boppy becomes a comfortable space in which the 
baby can relax with his head slightly raised so as not to prevent 
digestion and to avoid regurgitation. 
Use the Boppy cushion also to help your baby during neonatal 
massaging.

A NEST TO HELP THEM CRAWL
Boppy is also a comfortable cushion that, supporting the baby 
lying on its tummy, facilitates the development of coordination and 
of motor experimentation. 

A NEST TO SIT UP IN
Boppy allows the baby to maintain his balance, helping him 
gradually to remain seated on his own, in complete safety. 

6m

9m
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Support
The internal padding is soft and 
compact so the baby does not sink
into the pillow and always remains 
in the correct position.

Each Boppy is a product that, in its simplicity, has plenty of characteristics, 
all specifically designed to make it the ideal solution for breastfeeding. 

Insert
The exclusive insert allows the 
Boppy pillow to adapt to the shape 
of every mum, without being too 
tight or losing its original shape.

Hygiene
Boppy has a removable slipcover; 
both the pillow and the slipcover 
are machine washable and dryable
Shape and consistency are
guaranteed even after repeated 
washing. 

Boppy has an exclusive ergonomic 
shape that provides a snug and 
secure fit for every mum.

Shape

Choose the best because... The range

Stamp Collector

BOPPY PILLOWS

Woodsie

Honey Bear

Wild Flowers

BOPPY SLIPCOVER

Silverleaf

Front
Rear

Tree of Life
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Pursuing the happiness of children has always been our mission, 
because we believe that a happy child will grow up to 

be a happy person and that a happy person can make the 
world a better place.

This is why, from Chicco’s point of view, happiness is 
all about the little things in life, simple gestures full 

of love and affection. Such as those that make a child happy, 
day after day, helping them to grow.

To fi nd your nearest Chicco retailer, visit www.chicco.co.uk 
and enter the “Where to fi nd Chicco” secti on.

Customer care: Call Chicco Customer Services 
on 01623 750 870 (Mon-Fri 9-5pm), email HelloChiccoUK@artsana.com

or visit www.chiccospares.co.uk

Chicco conti nues to parti cipate in the conti nuous evoluti on of the safety standards 
aimed to protect children which, in Europe, 

regulate the design and manufacturing of nursery products.

Due to ongoing technological updates, market demands, 
conti nual evoluti on along with product manufacturing capaciti es, we reserve the right to modify, 

replace or eliminate products during the period this catalogue is available to customers.

Product details, indicati ons and sizes are therefore never binding.
The indicated weights for strollers do not include its accessories (sun hood, carry-all baskets etc).

In additi on, catalogue printi ng processes may alter the 
colours of the structures and covers of the illustrated products compared to their actual colour.

2014 Editi on
Artsana Group Copyright October 2013

It is prohibited to reproduce, copy or transmit 
by digital or mechanical methods, all or part of this catalogue without 

prior writt en authorisati on issued by the copyright owners.

We would like to thank Rossella Carrara for the outf its, 
www.rossellacarrara.com

www.chicco.co.uk

www.chiccospares.co.uk
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Artsana UK Ltd, Prospect Close, Kirkby in Ashfield,  
Nottinghamshire NG17 7LF Tel: 01623 750870 - Fax: 01623 756996 
Email: HelloChiccoUK@artsana.com - www.chicco.co.uk
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